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Abstract. We give a new proof of Eilenberg’s Cross-Section 
decomposition of functional rational transductions. 
Theorem and of the theorem of 
A useful result in language theory is the “Decomposition Theorem” of Elgot and 
Mezei [2] (see also [I], [4] and [S]) characterizing functional rational transductions as 
the composition of two generalized sequential mappings (gsm). Another well-known 
result is the “Cross-Section Theorem” of Eilenberg [ 1, Theorem 1X.7.11 from which 
Eilenberg deduces that every rational transduction contains a functional rational 
transduction with the same domain [ 1, Proposition 1X.8.2]. From the Decomposition 
Theorem we get the following proposition: 
Proposition. For every rational transduction T there xists two gsm cd and a, such that 
@dOm,pCTand OIll(qj~a,)=dOIll(r). 
But conversely this proposition implies the two previously mentioned theorems: if 
r is functional this proposition is exactly the Decomposition Theorem and if 7 is 
defined by T(U) = K’(u) n3, we easily get a rational language in 3 which is in 
bijection with h(B), which proves the Cross-Section Theorem. 
Thus our new proof of both theorems consists in a direct proof of this proposition. 
The main point of this proof is a construction which is indeed dual of Schiitzen- 
berger’s construction of the representation of a functional rational relation by 
semi-monomial matrices [5]. 1Jnder its dual form this construction was recently used 
by Engelfriet [4] to prove a connected result about tree-transducers. The idea 
underlying this construction ‘is the following. 
Given a (non-deterministic) transducer defining a rational transduction 7 one can 
extract from it a deterministic one defining a gsm CT included in T. But then one cannot 
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be sure that the domains of the two transducers are the same; thus in a first step one 
has to run through every word from right to left marking its letters with sets of states 
which allow to successfully go on transducing. Actually this first step looks like the 
first step of the algorithm for reducing finite-state automata, determining W- 
accessible states by determinizing reverse automata. 
Pmpssition. Let T be b rational transduction from X* into Y* such that E E T(E). 
There exist a left gsm ‘~1 and a right one s2 such that dam(T) = dom(si 0 ~2) and 
sps2c7. 
Proof. From [4], there exist an alphabet 2, a rational language 9 c Z* and two 
alphabetic homomorphisms h and g such that i’ = {(w, w’) 1 w E X*, W’ E T(W)} = 
{(h(z), g(4) I 2 E 3). S ince E E T(E) we can assume that E ES@. Let M = 
(Q, 2, *, qo, F) a deterministic finite state automaton which recognizes B. For every 
word u in X* and for every subset 0’ of Q let Q’(u) be the set ((4 E Q I%v E h-‘(u) 
such that 4 * w E Q’}. Let A be the set S(Q) XX x P(Q) and let us define the right 
sequential machine M2 = (S(Q), X, A, AZ, ~2, F) by VQ’E 0, vx EX, 442(Q), x) = 
Q’(x) and A2(Q’, x) = (Q’(x), x, Q’). Let us also define the left generalized 
sequential machine Ml = (Q, A, Y, A 1, pl, qo) where A 1 and p 1 have as definition 
domain the set D = ((4, (Q”, x, Q’)) 1 Q” = Q’(x) and 4 E a”}. Then Al ar,d p 1 are 
defined on D by: 
A&, (a”, x, Q')) = g(w) 
and 
ru 1 (4, (Q”, x, Q')> =q * w, 
where w is a word, arbitrarily chosen, such that h(w) = x and q * w E 0’. Let us 
notice that since 4 t’ Q” = Q’(x) there exists such a word. 
Letu=x,.* 9 x1 E X’ with xi E X for every i E (1, . . . , n}. It can be easily proved 
by induction that 
(1) - A2(E 4 = (Qm xn, Qn-1) l l l (Q2, x2, QdQ,, xl, F) = u 
with Q, = F(u) = p2(F, u). 
(2) Vq E Q,,, 3 w E Z* such that 4 * w E F, h(w) = u and Al(q, v) = g(w). 
Let us prove now that tht; (generalized) sequential mappings ~1, s2 associated with 
the machines Ml and A& satisfy the proposition. 
If u &dom(r), from (l), qo& F(u) = 0, and by construction of A& v = 
sz(u) & dom(sl), which implies u E dom(sl 0 ~2). 
If u E dam(r), it follows from (1) that qoe F(u) = Q,, and, from (2), sl(v) = g(w) 
with WE% and h(w)=u, thussl~s2(u)=s~(v)~~(u). 
- Since ~10 So = e we get the result. 
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In particular, if T is functional, for every u E dam(r), card (I) = 1 hence 
s1 0 s*(x) = 7(x). Therefore: 
Corollary 1 (Decomposition Theorem, [l, 
transduction such that E E T(E). There exist a 
7 = si O s2. 
2, 51) ?.pt 7 be a functional rational 
left gsm sl and a right one s2 such that 
Now let T be the transduction 7 from Y* into X”, graph of which is i! = 
{(h(u), u) 1 u E!%}, where a is a rational language in X* and h a homomorphism 
from X* into Y*. From the proposition there exist s1 and $2 such that dom(sl 0 s2) = 
dam(r) = h(B) and sr 0 SAC 7. Thus for every w = h(u) in h(B) we get s1 0 Q(W) E 
r(w)= h-‘(w)n9k8 and h(sps2(w))Eh(h--‘(h(u)))=(w). Hence sps2(h(B)) 
is a rational language included in 3 which is in bijection with h(B) under h. 
Therefore: 
Corollary 2 (Cross-Section Theorem [l]). Let h be a homomorphism from X* into 
Y* and 9! be a rational language included in X *. There exists a rational language 
3’ C_ %? such that h is a bijection between 3’ and h(3). 
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